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Termite Treatment Prep Sheet 

The following list must be adhered to for the complete of termite treatment.   
The technician(s) should inspect the property to ensure treatment specifications match the graph 
and scope of work. 
 
You will not need to vacate the property as the product is odorless, however it is recommended 
since there will be noise from pumps and drills and dust from drilling.  
 
It may be necessary to use some water or an electrical outlet during treatment. 
 
During treatment there will be equipment, tools, and electrical cords present, please plan to keep 
children and pets away from the servicing area. 
 
Inform the technician(s) of known irrigation, plumbing, electrical lines that may be buried around 
the home. 
 
Home and yard must be prepped for treatment to take place, if we are not able to complete 
job on assigned scheduled date a reschedule fee of $75.00 per trip will apply: 
 
Clear all items and debris i.e., furniture, wood, etc. and trim trees & bushes away around 
property, optimally 3 feet away from foundation, allowing for continuous barrier treatment to be 
made and provide you with the best treatment. 
 
Interior areas that have been identified as requiring treatment will require that furniture and 
belongings be moved away from walls requiring treatment.  Items must be moved at least 3ft” 
away from the walls that require treatment; this includes inside garages and closets. 
 
Breakable items both interior and exterior should be secured prior to treatment: remove items 
from walls that may fall during treatment, curios, clocks, collector plates, picture frames, mirrors, 
etc., should be considered. 
 
Essential Pest Control will not be held liable for any damage to personal items. 
Special Instructions: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Preparation must be complete, if the premises are not fully prepared for the initial treatment, THERE WILL 
BE A RESCHEDULE/ TRIP CHARGE OF $75.00, to complete the treatment.  

                                                       

Occupant (Print)                                                                   Date                   Address to be serviced 

 

Occupant’s signature                                                                                      Essential Representative                     Certification # 

 


